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KCBA, a Voluntary Bar Association Attempts to have 
their Prior Board Member Elected as Judge. 
KCBA, sells products to attorneys.   They have done positive things for to assist 
attorneys, however, certain members of this organization has made unjustified 
comments about Nathan Choi’s registration with the PDC and his advertisements in the 
Seattle Times.   Why did they wait until November if they truly feel this should have 
been addressed in May?   Incumbent in general easily win, however, they may have 
come to realized their former Board Member may lose because his challenger is more 
qualified to address the important legal issues that King County will face.  Their release 
comes after cognation of this fact and is an undemocratic attempt to manipulate the 
public.    

Their prior board member stated in his Candidate Statement that he “is the more 
experience and better qualified candidate for this position” prior to knowing anything 
about Nathan Choi.  These fraudulent and untrue statements were made back in April 
2017 before anything about Nathan Choi was published.  Judges are must make 
statements and decisions after gathering all the facts and evidence.  After thorough 
review both candidate’s qualification as posted on their websites, many voters 
expressed that Nathan Choi is more qualified candidate to deal with the legal issues 
that King County will face.  These qualifications include not only legal qualifications such 
as serving with the Hawaii Supreme Court Annexed Arbitrating Program for 7 years and 
practicing in multiple jurisdictions, it also includes an MBA, undergraduate studies in 
Real Estate and Accounting and numerous other experiences.  Also, Nathan Choi has 
practiced in substantially more Jurisdictions than his competitor.   

Spearman has deceived the public on his resume stating he is a member of the District 
of Columbia bar.  Both Candidates claim they are a members of this prestigious bar 
association.  A simple online check shows that Spearman is not, however Nathan Choi 
is.  A printout of the search is attached.   

Nathan Choi is a candidate for the Washington State Appellate Court.  He has 
demonstrated his commitment and desire to serve the community.  It is well 
documented in his website.  Not only has he given of his physical labor and time, he 
believes that education is the key to upward mobility and thus has personally given 
generous scholarships to the community.  More information may be found about him at 
www.NathanChoiForJudge.org. 




